NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP

You First: Leadership for a New World

“SWOT’samatteryou”
by Mark Light, MBA, PhD
SWOT be damned—it should really be called SWAG, declares Mark Light: “Short for
sophisticated wild-ass guess, silly wild-ass guess, semi-wild-ass guess, stupid wild-ass
guess, or scientific wildly aimed guess.” Why? The SWOT model is presented as rigorous,
but really it leads to educated guesses at best, and at worst it can be a drag on your
creativity and ambition.
Editors’ note: Part of this column was adapted from Chapter 5 of Mark Light’s Results Now for Nonprofits: Strategic, Operational,
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Why do I like this picture so much?
First and foremost, it’s inspiring. It reinforces a wonderful quote from Arthur
Ernest Morgan: “The chief limitations
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Bogues can become an NBA first-round
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Briefly, strengths are your organization’s internal strengths—what
it does well. Weaknesses are internal areas in which the organization
could improve. Opportunities are
external occasions to pursue your
organization’s mission, as well as
changes taking place in the external environment that might provide
such opportunities. Threats are
factors or changes in the external
environment that might hinder
your organization’s mission.3
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Few strategic concepts have taken
hold quite so thoroughly as the
SWOT model of strategic planning.
It offers an appealingly balanced
approach—identify your strengths
and weaknesses, and be aware of
your threats and opportunities.
But in practice it doesn’t deliver.
In fact, it tends to divert attention
to unproductive areas . . . like a
kindly, well-meaning family doctor
who inadvertently gets you thinking about disease when you should
be thinking about health.8
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a moving car. By itself, the photograph

